Hotels
Libya does not have yet a large choice of hotels, how ever due to the increase of tourists
visiting the country, there fore more accommodations places are required all over the country
to cover all visitors to the country, so accordingly there are investments in new hotels and
resorts throughout the country
Construction of 10 new hotels in Tripoli (including Intercontinental) Here are a few examples
of hotels we currently use for our tours.
Corinthia hotel

Cat. 5 star L – private hotel
Located at the heart of Tripoli`s central business district , just outside the historical medina the
Corinthia Bab Africa Hotel Features two imposing towers dominating the waterfront `s skyline
Its endowed with 299 rooms including de-luxe rooms executive club rooms junior executive
suites executive suites and a presidential suite. All accommodations reveal panoramic views of
the city and the blue Mediterranean sea. Situated at level 0 a spacious and well-equipped spa
with private treatment rooms fitness training aerobics massage indoor and outdoor swimming
pool, sauna, Jacuzzi , and many other amenities . It also features a modern business centre It
has 4 restaurants and . a bar
www.corinthiahotel.com

EL WADDAN HOTEL

Cat. 5 star – IHG
This elegant boutique hotel, Tripoli`s oldest hotel dating back to the 1930`s totally renovated,
is situated in the heart of Tripoli 85 rooms, 5 suites equipped with a full range . of amenities
and wireless internet
http://waddanhotel.com

RADISSON BLU HOTEL

Located in the most distinguished area in Tripoli with a full view of the Mediterranean sea
is the restoration of the old Mehari hotel all 321 standard rooms , 30 suites and 4
presidential suites offer a full range of amenities
The hotel also offers a health centre, swimming pool and congress area. Soft opening in
December 2009 and opening in 2010
www.radissonblu.com/hotel-tripoli

ZUMIT HOTEL
Cat. 4 star – private hotel
The hotel from the Othmani period and recently renovated is located near the harbor, in . front
of the arch of Marcus Aurelius. It has 10 rooms and 4 suites, all with king size bed
www.zumithotel.com
THOBACTS HOTEL

Cat. 4 star – private hotel
Opening in 2008, the hotel is located in city centre. All 92 standard rooms and 4 suites have
air – conditioning, TV and wireless internet. Congress centre, restaurant and 2 coffee shops,
one of which on the terrace where guests can enjoy of the panoramic view .of the town and
the sea
www.hotel-thobacts.ly

TRIPOLI-EL KHEBIR HOTEL
Cat. 4 star – government hotel
As the official hospitality headquarters of all delegations and dignitaries visiting Tripoli, the
.grand hotel is located in the heart of the city, overlooking the harbor and the Corniche
It has 287 standard rooms and 37 suites with balcony, air conditioning, telephone,
.television and mini bar Cat. 4 star – government hotel
.Located nearby the city centre with panoramic views of the Mediterranean coast
Bab el Bahar has 391 standard rooms and 12 suites all endowed with air-conditioning,
.satellite TV and telephone, coffee shop and 2 Restaurants

BENGHAZI -TIBESTI HOTEL
Cat. 5 star – government hotel
In the heart of Benghazi, with a magnificent view over the city, it offers 250 rooms and 30
suites all endowed with TV , air conditioning and mini bar. The hotel is outfitted by 3
Restaurants, 5 coffee shops, meeting rooms, few banqueting halls, business centre,
BENGHAZ -AOZU HOTEL
Cat. 4 star – government hotel
Located only ten minutes from the city centre and twenty five minutes from the airport. It has
262 rooms and 24 suites all with air-conditioning, TV. With its banqueting room, Restaurant,
coffee shop, internet point and boutiques, it offers lots of possibilities both for .business and
leisure time
www.ouzuhotel.com
APOLLONIA – AL MANARA HOTEL
Cat. 4 star – private hotel All its 90 rooms and 5 suites with satellite TV, fridge and air
conditioning offer a .suggestive view enjoyable from their balcony. Restaurant, coffee shop,
internet point

AL BAYDA – HOTEL MARHABA
Cat 4 star -private management Recently built near the center of Al Bayda, the hotel has 96
rooms and 9 suites, all with air conditioning, mini bar, satellite television and telephone.
Restaurant, café, internet point. Desert camps:
For nights in the desert, accommodation can be in Open Air Camps or Fixed Camps:
Open Air Camps: Winzrik provides igloo tents and mattresses. Clients must provide their own
sleeping bag (it is possible to buy one in Tripoli); however, extra blankets will be made
available.

There are also desert wells which clients can use as an extra washing point.

